


Guided Tour to Cannon Group's 1997 Calendar

To find the mentioned places read the notes as if the four blocks of text

were placed on the calendar instead of the months.

First Quarter

"Vale!"  thou loyal subjects of the Roman Empire!

Live from the "Caput Mundi" we broadcast the last news on

mankind and surrounding places. Great things ("Rerum

Magna") happen here, under the Temple of Jupiter on the

Capitol Hill: capitol geese make sure that invaders stay out of

Rome: Gallii (today's Frenchmen), Arabs, Africans and "Populi

Omnes" peacefully gather here to admire the wonders of the

modern age.  Marcellus' Theatre - here on the right - hosts a very

popular show, and people of all ranks flock in, numerous.  Did

you know that this is the first Roman building, where different

architectural styles (bottom to top: Tuscanic, Ionic and

Corinthian) co-exist? Those who could not find a ticket for the

show enjoy a guided tour of the city: after a visit to a modern

Opificium (a factory, oh ignorant! that uses revolutionary

technologies to produce different models of refrigerators for the

mansions of nobles and merchants), they cast an eye on the

nearby Balbus Theatre, here below.  Someone admires the

evolutions of fans of a new sport, the Ventusplanii whom sail

up- and downstream the Tevere river on both sides of the

Tiberin Island.  Here - under Aesculapius protection and in the

Temple that holds his name, ill and wounded of all sorts receive

advanced medical care in the Valetudinarium Publicum.  Gods

only know where this tradition of advanced medicine will end,

one day!

Second Quarter

Today's Legionarius (our GI's) still walks his way through the

Empire's Roads, but does not sleep anymore on bare ground: we

give him a comfortable and light mattress, to be brought rolled

on his backpack. A large Opificium - here on the right - makes

them in continuous, using  "Poliuretanus Flexibilis" that is now

expanded with NLCD (Naturalis Liquidus Carbonium

Dioxidus).  Imported equipment is used - in Britannia they have

made them for aeons - but it is modified with Italicus genius to

improve performances: did you notice the hydraulic drive of

conveyors (with automated lubrication of bearings and speed

inverter), the horizontal cutting machine (semiautomatic and

synchronised with the conveyor), and the vertical cutting

marching, cyclette-driven?  The production manager (Magister

Opus)  can finally smile: supplies to the legion cannot stop, and

Pax Romana (Roman Peace) yields so well!  Honestly, without

this cheap labour from Gallia Transalpina and Berberia, we would

not know how to make them profitably!  On the sides of Tiberin

Island - above - roman people enjoy the fine weather, in advance

with future time's "Mare Nostrum Concilia" (sure, the Club

Mediterraneum): fortunately we do not have here - as yet -

severe religions that prohibit these little joys of life, but we do

not know what this town will become in the future!

O tempora, o mores, (Oh times, oh costumes) - a Poet says!

Third Quarter

Have you seen how beautiful they are the Coliseum - above -,

the Palatine Hill - above, right - and the Roman Forum - above,

left - ? They've all been built in accordance with town-planning,

not doing as Barbarians do, they who build anywhere!  Some of

these are coming anyway, and are called Palazzinarii.

Hopefully they will not be imitated in future! In Vesta's Temple

shade - here below a mobile team of Bonus Æcologia is checking

the water ( ... water?) flowing from Cloaca Maxima (Rome

sewers), to prepare a cleaning project for the "Blond" Tevere.

But, as we see it, we forecast a long time for the execution!

The Palatine Bridge - always under repair...- brings us in the

pulsing heart of town, Trastevere.  Here, amongst merchants and

street-actors coming from everywhere, the working spirit of the

town gives its best and shows its genius: these people really

know how to work, well and hard!

The Legio (the Army) is Rome's true and only core business (a

common catch phrase is "As we eat on the Legio we eat

nowhere else") and if the Legioniarius needs proper gear we

give it to him, by Jupiter!  Shields, for instance, once made in

bronze, are now compression-molded with "PCV Poliesteres cum

Vitro" : same resistance, less weight.  And what do you think of

a serial production instead of artisanal one?

Fourth Quarter

Near the departing Legionarii we notice a Senator - above, with

wife and dogs while he bids farewell to the commander: we think

he is the author of the calendar, is he?  Anyway, his name is

carved forever in marble, on the arch that dominates the square.

"The future of Rome is on the sea" will say someone a day!

What better training for this destiny if not a modern

Ventusplani, serial-produced under the Rostral Column of Caius

Duilius?  Sheets of "Polistirolus" - softened and duly formed

over an arcane machine coal-heated and cyclette-propelled - are

trimmed and inserted in molds, where a good dose of

"Poliuretanus Rigidus" fills them with foam.  The resulting shell

- "look ma', an enormous ink-fish bone !" - is sturdy and sink-

proof. Add a mast and a colored sail and... sic et simpliciter in

nægotium sumus! (et voila, we're in business!).

Well, beloved subjects of the Empire: here we leave, at least for

this year.

Hope to see you in good health next year: the senator's wife

promised him the flames of the hell if he makes the next calendar

so complex.  We'll try to convince her not to do it , otherwise... no

more calendars!

From all of us to all of you: Pax et Bonum (Peace and good, just

to stay in theme) for the whole '97.

See you!
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